FIRST °ID GUIDE
At KIDS SAVE LIVES we believe that everyone
can save a life, even CHILDREN!
Download the free iSAVElives App and become the
First Responder who will save a life!
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VICTIM COLLAPSE
1

2

check for response
if the person responds, ask what is happening,
you might need to call the
emergency services (116/112)

3

check for breathing
if the person is breathing normally,
place them in Recovery position.
If the person is NOT breathing normally,
consider it a sign of Cardiac arrest.

CALL 166/112
say WHO you are, WHERE you are, WHAT is happening.
If you are alone, activate the speaker function
on your mobile phone

NOT
breathing

look
listen
feel

Are you
alright?

Activate the iSAVElives App
for guided CPR instructions, to mobilize the
First Respondersand to find the nearest
available AED

4

5

start CPR
apply 30 chest compressions, (fast and strong)
apply 2 rescue breaths if you are trained to do so
continue CPR until the AED arrives.

shock recommended

UNCONSCIOUS VICTIM

YES: deliver shock safely
NO: start CPR, follow instuctions.
stop CPR if the victim recovers; THEY ARE BREATHING

place the unconscious victim into the Recovery
position to protect the airway:

AED arrival,
place the patches on the body
and follow the instuctions

30/2

Everyone
stay away

RECOVERY
POSITION

FOREIGN BODY AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION
mild obstuction
urge the person to cough: COUGH

full obstuction
apply 5 blows to the back
apply 5 abdominal thrusts
repeat the skills over

CHILD CHOCKING/ ARREST
respiratory arrest
first give 5 rescue breaths
continue with CPR for 1 minute
call the emergency services (166/112) – continue CPR – find an AED

PAD APPLICATION
Drowning: apply the pads on
DRY skin
Child: apply the pads in the
anterior-posterior position
(back and front)
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give 5
breaths

